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Abstract
This survey points to the mechanisms of bioresponse caused by magnetic fields (MFs), paying attention to their action not only on ions, molecules and macromolecules, but also on cells, tissues
and organisms. The significance of findings concerning the MF-dependence of cell proliferation,
necrosis or apoptosis was judged by comparing the results obtained in a solenoid, where an MF
can be added to the geomagnetic field (GMF), with those obtained in a magnetically shielded room,
where the MFs can be attenuated or null. This comparative criterion was particularly appropriate
when the differences detectable between the data provided by experimental samples and the data
provided by control samples were rather small, as observed in estimating the MF-influence on total DNA replication, RNA transcription and polypeptide translation. The MF-induced inhibition of
apoptosis was considered as a risk potentially leading to accumulation of cancer cells. The analysis also surveyed the MF-dependence of the interactions between host animal cells and infecting
bacteria. In relation to studies on the origin and adaptation of life on the Earth, theoretical insights
paving the way to elucidating the MF-interactions with biostructures and biosystems of different
orders of organization evaluated the possible involvement of the so-called “biological windows”.
Analogously to what is known for ionizing radiations, the efficiency of the applied MFs appeared to
depend on the complexity of their biological targets.
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1. Introduction
The modern knowledge of the origin of the GMF and its reversals emerged from an intriguing controversy. A
superficial look at the change of the dipole moment over a century, rejecting the correct idea that the Earth’s MF
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had reversed polarity [1], erroneously led to believing that the GMF has decayed, since creation, no more than
ten thousand years ago [2]. However, the subsequent analysis—showing that reversals of the main field do take
place [3]—was supported by studies on geomagnetism and paleomagnetism that correlated the rock magnetism
with the history and origin of the Earth’s MF, whilst an effort was made to determine the magnetic structures of
minerals and their stability as a function of time [4]. To understand how the GMF was generated, this investigation provided equations describing electromagnetic and thermal conditions in the Earth’s core. Thus, the lithosphere magnetic anomalies were associated with magnetized rocks, such as ore concentrations, magmatic and ore
bodies [5] [6].
A series of old and new contributions revealed that the Earth’s surface is protected by an MF-mantle constituted of several components. The Sun, with its electromagnetic and corpuscular irradiations, contributes to forming
a complex MF on the Earth, while the solar wind (SW), rotating with the Sun’s rotation around its axis, fills our
celestial space [7]. The SW roughly consists of four sectors: the first two, showing magnetic force-lines directed
away from the Sun, are indicated as positive; the other two, showing opposing force-lines, are indicated as negative [8].
Influence of the solar activity on the GMF was observed at the beginning of the XXth century, but experimental data were collected later. It was seen that a magnetic storm (MS) is generated by the plasma flows from
the regions of bursts of solar activity [4]. They arise ten or more times in a month, with an average frequency of
about eleven years, corresponding to the oscillations in the same solar activity. The MS reaches the Earth two
days after the Sun’s bursts. With respect to the GMF, an MS was subdivided into four phases, defined as preliminary, initial, main, and recovery. During the preliminary phase, small changes in the GMF were detected.
During the initial phase, a drastic variation in the GMF occurred. During the main phase, quasi-periodical oscillations—low-frequency MFs, extremely low-frequency (ELF) MFs, and a drop in the horizontal component of
the GMF—took place. During the recovery phase, all these variations faded away.
It was verified that the flow of protons, rotating around the Earth under the action of the GMF, forms a ring
defined as equatorial current, whose MF attenuates the GMF in the main phase of an MS. At the same time, the
intensity of the GMF—varying from about 35 microT at the equator (where it is almost parallel to the terrestrial
surface) to about 70 microT at the Earth’s magnetic poles (where it is almost vertical)—is perturbed by such an
MS. The MS could produce alterations of the GMF lasting from several hours to several days all around the
Earth, with a maximal magnitude of about 5 microT at the high latitudes and about 1 microT in the mid-latitudes.
In addition to the 11-year periods of magnetic fluctuations due to the Sun’s activity, it was measured that
there are other periods of variation in the GMF: an 1-day cycle due to the Earth’s rotation; a 6 - 7-day cycle corresponding to one sector of the SW; a 13 - 14-day cycle due to the passage of two sectors of the SW; a 27-day
cycle corresponding to the period of the Sun’s rotation around its own axis [4]. Crucial rhythms, also correlated
with these cycles, were listed with accuracy by Zhadin [9]: a 29.5-day cycle corresponding to the Moon’s synodic period; an 1-year cycle corresponding to the period of the Earth’s revolution; some cycles of the solar activity which were not so prominent when compared to the main 11-year cycle (2-, 3-, 8-, 22-, and 35-year cycles). To
consider besides the continuous spectrum of quasi-periodic, low-frequency processes in the GMF (with maxima
near 100, 21, 8, 3, 1, 0.1, 0.01, and 0.001 Hz) which are caused by the oscillations in the plasmasphere and the
magnetosphere of the SW and by the Schumann resonances in the ionosphere of the Earth [7]-[11].

2. Perturbations of Earth’s MF-Assemblage Caused a Number of Biodysfunctions
Despite the obvious difficulty to detect the specific biological effect exerted by each one of the components of
the MF-mosaic formed around the Earth, valuable results were gathered by analyzing the bioresponse to the
GMF taken as a whole.
Prokaryotes. The attenuation of the GMF in a magnetically shielded room with shielding indexes of several
tens up to 100 induced a decrease of bacterial vital functions [12].
Plants. It was shown that the GMF plays a role, on the one hand, in total plant branching, in orientation of the
root branches, in metabolism and proliferation of the root meristem cells and, on the other, in protein synthesis
occurring in several vegetal cells [13]-[16]. GMF variations caused either changes of the mitochondrial structure
in meristem of seedling roots of pea, flax, and lentil [14] or a 68% - 75% reduction of cell proliferation accompanied by a variation in RNA and protein biosynthesis [15].
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Animals. A change in timing of fibroblast division, an increase in sensitivity of several cell cultures to poisons,
and a decrease in erythrocyte sedimentation were correlated with GMF anomalies [17] [18]. When guinea pigs
were subjected for 30 min to a GMF ten times weaker, in their blood there occurred an increase of the epinephrine and histamine levels vs. a decrease of the serotonin concentration [19]. In rats, the hypogeomagnetic conditions caused a decrease of learning and an increase of hippocampus catecholamine [20]. The orientation of sea
gulls or pigeons was strongly GMF-dependent [21]-[24]. In the acoustico-lateral area of the skate’s brain there
were two groups of neurons, one excited by the MF with the south sense and another inhibited by the MF with
the north sense [25].

3. In Animals There Appeared Heavy Dysfunctions Correlated with an MS
Notwithstanding the difficulty of detecting biological dysfunctions caused by specific components of the Earth’s
MF-mosaic, it was observed that given bioresponses were clearly MS-dependent. In fact, the MS was correlated
with anxiety and irritability and with lower attention and accuracy on the job: these symptoms caused an increase of the errors made by pilots and an increment of the road accidents [26]. Under an MS, the glaucoma attacks increased [27], and the acute cardiovascular diseases became more frequent [28]. During the days of GMF
perturbation by an MS, variations were observed in conditioning the activity of rats, pigeons and dogs, and reactions of single neurons were registered in the motor neocortex of cats [29]. Under the exceptional double planetary MS of 1984, specific parameters of the cardiovascular system and ultrastructure of cardiomyocytes were
checked in rabbits: at the initial and main phases of the storm, the normal circadian fashion in each cardiovascular parameter was lost; desynchronization increased with the storm, and an abrupt drop of cardiac activity was
detected; the main phase of the storm was accompanied by a degradation of mitochondria in cardiomyocytes
[30]. Cell cultures, coming from mouse, hamster and trout, were employed to show that morphological and
functional states are associated with GMF changes. The MS-disturbance of the GMF caused stepwise changes in
the properties of cell surface, appearance of heterokaryons, and strengthening of cell-to-cell adhesion and aggregation [31]. Lastly, there was an effect of 0.25 T DC MFs on microcirculation in rabbits [32], while the convergence of artificial DC MFs and GMF produced a harmful impact on cardiovascular regulation [33].

4. An Interdisciplinary Debate Was Focused on the Mechanisms of Bioresponse to
MFs
The data reported above, showing examples of bioanswer to the MF-system formed on the Earth’s surface, stimulated a discussion on the mechanisms that could be on the basis of the interaction between MFs and living
matter [34]. A first task, pointing to a possible involvement in MF-bioeffects of resonance at the cyclotron frequency under combined influence of DC and AC MFs [35], was followed by an assumption basing these bioeffects on an ion parametric resonance model. It was suggested that the rise of a ponderomotive force caused in a
biostructure by non-uniform DC MFs could explain the magnetotropism of plants (where the “paramagnetic
cells”, representing a minor biomass, would be forced towards a point of maximal field); instead, the “diamagnetic cells”, representing a major biomass, would be forced towards the opposite direction [36].
Analyzing the interaction of the ionic channels in neuromembranes with the spreading action potential, it was
proposed that “external” MFs should interact with hypothetical “internal” MFs created by the ionic channels and
nodes of Ranvier [37]. With reference to non-equilibrium systems in low-frequency/low-intensity MFs, a distinction was made between their direct perception by biomolecular structures and their signalling role through
the central nervous system [38]. Of interest was the influence of GMF variations on the agglutination reactions
and on the Piccardi test [39]. In an attempt to explain the biovariations caused by GMF perturbations, the occurrence of dissipative clathrate structures in water and non-equilibrium conditions was suggested [40].
Zhvirblis paid attention to the correlation of several medico-biological tests with the index of GMF perturbation in which sector boundaries of the interplanetary MF, associated with the SW, were taken as zero [41]. His
analysis revealed that the direction along the phase trajectory contour changed when the Earth crossed the sector
boundary (due to sensitivity of the Piccardi test to polarity of a radial component of the interplanetary MF, it
was assumed that this sensitivity could be caused by the geomagnetic micropulsations in the range from 0.007 to
0.1 Hz).
Other investigations regarded the influence of weak (non-thermal) and ultraweak (natural) AC MFs on inorganic and biological systems. It was proposed that the calcium-binding proteins constitute the place of primary
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action of combined MFs. These proteins would cause a splitting of energetic levels of the calcium ion oscillation
in the protein (Zeeman effect). Being the width of the splitting equivalent to the cyclotron frequency of calcium
and the applied DC MF, the parametric resonance was thought as a mechanism to increase ionic energy. The DC,
AC and DC + AC MFs could change the polarization degree. So, the biological effects of MFs could be induced
by the same polarization degree of the calcium ion oscillation [42] [43].
To define an idealized quantum model, an investigation pointed to the mechanism of magnetosensitive ion
binding by proteins under the influence of external AC MFs [44]. It turned out that the dissociation probability
of an ion-protein complex depended on frequency and amplitude. This was shown to be a consequence of the
interference of angular modes of the ion wave function [45].
In relation with the orientation of ions, molecules and cells in a DC MF [46], attention also was drawn on the
problem of the dielectric response of tissues [47] and on the thermal oscillations of the calcium ion in a calcium-binding protein under the influence of DC + AC MFs. It emerged that the DC MF caused the Larmor precession of ion oscillations [48]. Since the cyclotron frequency is twice the Larmor frequency, this event suggested that the phenomenon could serve as a basis for increasing the kinetic energy of the calcium ion due to
parametric resonance. In agreement with this idea, an AC MF perpendicular to a DC MF (or an AC MF parallel
to a DC MF) was expected to increase the ionic energy, and a maximal effect was expected at the cyclotron frequency of an AC MF.
The question of the ion motion in a macromolecule generated an attractive discussion. Zhadin [49] tried to
solve equations of the ion motion in a macromolecule under influence of the MFs, considering the damping effects and the influence of particles surrounding this ion. In contrast with Blanchard and Blackman [36], his study
showed that the possibility of parametric resonance should not be credible for the AC MF frequencies, being
many orders of magnitude lower than the natural frequency of an ion in a macromolecule. The expectation was
that the MFs would cause changes in energy of the ionic thermal motion: this would be sufficient to trigger variations in the conformational state of a macromolecule. Binghi [50] problematically judged these argumentations
[49] [51]: for him, the statement that the interaction of weak MFs with ions trapped in protein cavities could not
produce detectable biological effects through changing the character of the ion orbits [52] was sub judice.
With some bearing on this, two divergent orders of calculations should be taken into consideration.
First, it was assumed that weak ELF MFs would affect intracellular DNA directly, because the MFs should
exert a force of the order of IDNA = 1.6 × 10–13 A on the currents that flow in the double stranded macromolecule
[53].
Second, it was claimed that this conclusion would not be in agreement with the physical rules, because the
force on the current carrying strands generated, for example, by an MF, B = 5 microT, should be extremely weak
[54], i.e., equal to F = BIDNA = 8 × 10–19 N/m. In other words, a motion of a 1 mm long strand through a distance
equal to that of the strand diameter of 2 nm would represent the energy of 1.6 × 10–33 J or 3.7 × 10–13 kT. Thus,
the energy transfer from the MF on the strand should be negligible.
The investigations performed on neurons exhibited a special importance for studies on the mechanisms of
bioresponse to MFs. Del Moral and coworkers integrated the Hodgkin and Huxley equation for the bioelectric
impulse by considering the membrane as a Kirchoff electric knot [55]. Integration was performed under applied
AC MFs by partitioning the bioelectric impulse in its de-polarisation (D) and re-polarisation (R) plus hyper-polarisation (H) regimes. In the cases of spontaneous regimes, there resulted time variations of the D and R
+ H voltages in reasonable agreement with experiments on single unit neurons of Helix aspersa. Besides, the
same authors suggested that the window effect [56] should be a consequence of the phospholipid superdiamagnetism and Ca2+ coulomb explosion in the outer surface of the neurons (the effect should be a resonance of Lorentzian shape when the MF frequency matches the neuron spontaneous frequency).
Some attention also should be paid to the so-called water hypothesis. It assumed that the aqueous medium,
outside and inside the cell, is the actual target through which the biological effects of ELF MFs would take place
[57] [58]. This assumption was based on the idea that the water dissociation products would serve as “second
messengers” able to modulate the intracellular metabolism [59] [60]. Actually, the modulation of cell hydration
was thought to be the mechanism whereby extremely low concentrations of biological active substances and
weak physical signals, MFs for instance, would exert significant biological effects [61]. Most of these stimuli
should be unable to activate ionic channels and receptors in a membrane, but they would function to change the
cell volume leading, consequently, to a number of dysfunctions [62] [63].
A further hypothesis emerged from Molecular Microwave Spin Chemistry [64]. It tried to explain the
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MF-dependence of a total body physiological function [65]. Both components of the electromagnetic field, electric and magnetic, should have effects, since the former (efficiently absorbed by water) would interact with the
electric dipoles of biosystems (molecules, ions, membranes), while the latter would interact with the magnetic
dipoles of electron spins whose carriers are paramagnetic molecules (O2), metal ions, radicals and ion-radicals.
The individual radicals should be unable to cause either any magnetic or electro-magnetic biological effects.
These could rise only when pairs of radicals or ion-radicals are present. The spin states of such pairs—“singlet”
(with zero total electron spin) or “triplet” (with unit spin)—would differ in their reactivity, displaying high spin
selectivity (a microwave field would induce spin triplet-singlet transitions, changing the spin state and reactivity).
The analysis of this chain of events led to discover that, since the magnetic isotope 25Mg, for instance, could
become a spin catalyst of enzyme phosphorylation reactions, their kinetics would depend on the nuclear magnetic moment and on both the magnetic and microwave fields [66].
The enzymatic reactions of ATP synthesis should be spin-selective, whilst the spin conversion and chemical
activity of ion-radical pairs would depend on the nuclear magnetic moment, external MF, and microwave excitation.
This framework implied that, when mitochondria are immobile or slowly rotate with a frequency below 1 Hz,
the anisotropic component of superfine interaction (at 31P or 25Mg nuclei in ion-radical pairs) should not be averaged to zero. Meanwhile, the spin conversion rate of the pair should depend on the orientation of its molecular
axes particularly relative to the terrestrial MF.
These hypotheses shed light on various physico-chemical items, but no theories were sufficiently worked up
to correlate the bioreactivity to the complex MF-world of the Earth’s surface in a unified fashion, taking into
consideration the different levels of organization of the living machinery: from atoms, molecules and macromolecules to cells, tissues and entire organisms. Buchachenko and Berdinsky [66] made only an attempt in this direction, when they proposed that the ATP synthesis—due to its intrinsic MF-dependence—presumably would
induce a chain of reactions able to control, in turn, the orientation of birds and fishes during their seasonal migrations.

5. A Correlation Seemed to Exist between Biocomplexity and Sensitivity to an MF
To complement the debate focused on the theoretical aspect of the MF-action on biological targets, it was worth
evaluating their MF-sensitivity comparing the behavior of biostructures of relatively lower complexity (molecules, macromolecules) with that of biostructures of relatively middle (cells in a given cell-cycle phase, proliferating cell cultures) and higher (apoptotic cells, eukaryotic cells infected with bacteria, embryos) complexities.
There exist two sources of MFs to which bacteria, plants and animals, independently on the order of their complexity, are subdued: the MF-mantle on the Earth’s surface essentially was formed by a natural zero frequency
MF, i.e. GMF; in the XXth century, industrialization “enriched” this mantle with both artificial DC and AC MFs
of various intensities. On the basis of this observation, a question concerning the adaptation of organisms to
these new unexpected fields arose: would a cell maintain its normal functions in an MF-environment characterized by an intensity much greater than that in which it naturally differentiated? This question accompanied that
pointing to the level of biocomplexity. The struggle for existence—under pressure of any “new” component of
the Earth’s MF-mosaic—correspondingly could favour the development of given parts of an organism.
The information on all this was contradictory: the negative effects of ELF MFs, generated by 50 Hz high voltage power lines, video screens, electric blankets and other home appliances, were forcibly denounced as time
went by [67], but vice versa a benefit from the low-energy pulsed MFs in non-union bone fracture healing and in
cell regeneration was found [68]. Divergences also regarded the fact that the MF-dependence of a number of biological structures and functions was due not only to peculiarities of given laboratory facilities, or methodological accuracy, but also to feasibility of the programmed experiments.

5.1. Biotargets of Lower Complexity Exhibited a Relatively Higher MF-Stability
At the molecular level, a role of the calcium ions in transduction of the MF-influence on cell proliferation was
described [69], and a weak modulation of the calcium traffic through a membrane by an MF at 60 Hz was reported [70]. Factors distorting cytosolic calcium measurements in Jurkat cells, during their exposure to ELF
MFs, were revealed, and a spiking of calcium ions in osteosarcoma cells, exposed to ELF MFs, was detected
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[71]. Small effects of the exposure to ELF MFs on acetylcholine release in hippocampus of freely moving rats or
membrane-bound enzymes also were documented [72].
At the macromolecular level, some AC MF-induced DNA damage in human blood cells was observed [73],
and a specific cytogenetic effect of 900 MHz microwaves on human lymphocytes was seen [74]. There were increments in X-ray-induced gene mutations by exposure to AC MFs in NF-kappa B-inhibited cells and in hypoxanthine-guanine phosphoribosyl transferase gene mutations by exposure to electric fields [75]. There was a
weak influence of ELF MFs on both in vitro DNA and RNA polymerase activity and cell-free mismatch repair
[76]. An effect of UVB radiation and MFs at 100 Hz on DNA synthesis in Jurkat cells was detected [77]. An
ELF MF decreased adenylate kinase activity in retinal rod outer segment membranes, and an electric “relaxation”
was shown to occur in lipid-bilayers after exposure to weak magnetic pulses [78]. A relative MF-stability of
DNA replication [79] and a moderate MF-sensitivity of RNA transcription and translation [80] were found in
friend cells.

5.2. Biotargets of Middle Complexity Exhibited a Moderate MF-Stability
At the cellular level, an MF-dependence of the membrane state was established through cytofluorimetry [81].
ELF MFs, as well as heat shock, proved to increase microvescicle motility in astrocytes [82]. Both sedimentation and aggregation of erythrocytes were MF-dependent [83]. At the level of cell-cycle kinetics and at that of
cell culture proliferation, there was an agreement regarding the MF-effect: variations of Friend erythroleukemia
cell proliferation, following the addition or deprivation of MFs [84], were consistent either with alteration of the
onset of S-phase established after a 50 Hz MF exposure of normal human fibroblasts [85] or with change of the
growth and colony forming ability after exposure of budding yeast to 50 Hz MFs [86].

5.3. Biotargets of Higher Complexity Exhibited a Relatively Lower MF-Stability
The examples of biological systems characterized by various orders of higher complexity abounded. The interaction between prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells was one of them: Figure 1 showed that, under normal conditions of the GMF, a single Mycobacterium tuberculosis (MTB) entered a single human macrophage (HM),
whilst an extremely large HM phagolysosome rapidly digested it; under a moderately increased DC MF, about
ten MTBs entered a single HM, while smaller HM phagolysosomes became unable to digest them; at the end of
the process, the same HM died and the infecting mycobacteria multiplied [87] [88].
The question about the MF-dependence of the “programmed cell death” concerned a further example of MFsensitivity by a biotarget of higher complexity: there was a repercussion of the exposure to MFs on the calcium
channel currents using the patch clamp technique [89]; a membrane dielectric change accounted for induction of
apoptosis in human promyelocytic leukaemia cells [90]. In terms of correlation between ion homeostasis and
apoptosis, similarly to Annexin V counteracting apoptosis by inducing calcium influx in human lymphocytic T
cells [91], MF caused an apoptosis inhibition via modulation of Ca2+ influx [92].
The embryological level was considered per antonomasia as an example of MF-sensitivity by biotargets of
higher complexity: an effect of 10−6 to 10−5 T MFs on chicken embryogenesis was found [93]; a continuous irradiation with 200 microT at 50 Hz caused a striking 6-day retard in the tadpole metamorphosis [94]; an MFeffect on wing size parameters was observed in Drosophila melanogaster [95].
These results were not always devoid of contradictions, of course. Anyway, the sensitivity to MFs appeared to
be a general property of biostructures and biosystems, at all levels of their organization: the required MF-intensity tended to be relatively higher when inducing a visible change in a “small” biotarget (in a molecule or in a
macromolecule) and relatively lower when inducing a visible change in a “large” biotarget (in a system of cells
or in an embryo).

6. An MF-Induced Decrease of Apoptosis Led to an Increase of Surviving Cancer
Cells
The hypothesis, suggesting that the rescue of damaged cells may be the mechanism explaining why MFs, which
are not mutagenic per se, are often able to increase mutation and tumour frequencies [92], had a particular resonance, because it implied an interconnection of all biostructural levels. But what should one say about the
framework that allowed the discovery of such an important issue?
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Figure 1. Zero-frequency magnetic fields induced morphological
changes in human macrophages infected with Mycobacterium tuberculosis [87] [88]. (a) In a control, unexposed macrophage, one mycobacterium (dark arrow) was located inside a cytoplasm vacuole, as magnified
in the upper left corner; (b) In an experimental macrophage exposed to
91 mT, several mycobacteria (white arrows) were located inside smaller
cytoplasm vacuoles that, in some cases, appeared to be fused with each
other; (c) In an experimental macrophage exposed to 670 mT, several
mycobacteria (white arrows) were essentially free in a cytoplasm unable
to form digesting vacuoles; (d) (e) Under 670 mT, the free mycobacteria
divided, yielding daughters (dark arrowheads) characterized by proper
shape and chromatin condensation. The bars measure 2.5 micrometers in
(a) and (b), 1.0 micrometer in (c), and 300 nm in (d) and (e). In the inserts to (a) and (b) they measure 500 nm.

As reviewed by Markov [96], permanent magnets were successfully used for therapeutic purposes, since they
offered an easy tool to directly treat the site of injury, the source of pain, or the locus of inflammation. At variance, independently on the type of field, DC or AC, MF-intensity (from 10−7 to 10 T), or living architecture
(from in vitro cells to organisms), the research did account for a link between MFs and tumorigenicity [97]: MFs
increased tumour cell survival after various cytosidal therapies [98]; MFs were claimed to enhance the mutation
rate of cells treated with mutagens [99] [100]; there was an MF-dependent increase of the tumour rate in cancer-prone mice strains [74]. Nonentheless, no direct tumorigenic or mutagenic effects were attributed to MFs
[101] [102], as supported by the fact that no DNA damages were detected after exposure to MFs [73] [103]. The
MFs rather inhibited the cancer cell metabolism, lowered its malignancy and restrained its rapid growth. The
properties of the apoptotic cancer cells significantly changed under an MF action: heterochromatin highly condensed and coagulated with the internal nuclear membrane; endoplasmic reticulum expanded and fused with the
external cellular membrane; numerous apoptotic bodies, packed by the cellular membrane, were devoured by
lymphocytes [104].
In spite of this achievement, a mechanism that tentatively could explain the interaction between MFs and
cancer was not proposed. An idea about such a mechanism emerged, instead, when a multidisciplinary work
demonstrated that DC MFs—from about 1 mT to about 100 mT—decreased in an intensity-dependent fashion
the extent of cell death by apoptosis [87] [92] [105]. This decrease (like in Figure 2(c)) did not appear to be due
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to a variation in the mode of cell death, to necrosis, for instance: the presence of MFs rather allowed an indefinite survival and reproduction of the cells hit by apoptogenic substances. The “protective” influence was mediated by the ability of the fields to enhance Ca2+ influx from the extracellular surrounding [92]. The phenomenon was limited to cell species where the influx of Ca2+ ions had an antiapoptotic action. It led one to assume
that MFs, by altering/restoring the equilibrium between cell death and cell proliferation, should be able to increase a tumour mass because of a parallel decrease in it of apoptotic cells [88]. This generalization stimulated
new studies by virtue of the alarm that a correlation between tumour frequency and exposure to MFs could mean
for future evolution of living matter on the Earth. The alarm was reinforced, first, by the confirmation that, after
two, four or six days of exposure to an MF, a gradual decrease in apoptosis vs. a gradual increase in cells with a
necrotic morphology were described [106] and, second, by pertinent observations: despite an ELF pulsed-gradient MF inhibited murine malignant tumour growth [104], ELF MF radiation induced cancerogenesis particularly in the case of leukaemia in whose development a role had to be assigned to Ca2+ ion transport and apoptosis [107]; under MFs at densities from 10 to 15 T, cell cytoskeleton and cell differentiation heavily changed
[108]. In any case, if the paradoxical ability of MFs to facilitate the growth of a neoplastic mass—without being
mutagenic per se—might signify, in a clinical language, that the interaction of MFs with living matter should
deal with an escape from a normal cell differentiation leading to cancerogenesis [88], the question about a possible risk to Mankind, caused by long-term exposure to weak MFs, would become, in general, a concern in that
even small MF-effects could have profound public health implications [109].

7. Conclusions
Even if the observations considered by this overview showed a generalized influence of MFs on biological targets, the analysis of the data available on a larger scale paved the way towards the assumption of an inverse correlation between the degree of sensitivity to MFs and the order of complexity of these targets [110]. The assumption was judged in relation to the inverse correlation established several years ago between the intensity of
ionizing radiation and the position of species in evolution: the highest tendency to radiostability was found to
characterize bacteria; the lowest tendency to radiostability was found to characterize mammals [111]. In this respect, some attention should be paid to the linkage between two phenomena: biological windows [56] were observed in the curve that reflected the development of myosin phosphorylation against the MF flux density measured in microT [112]; the target theory suggested that even extremely weak ionizing radiations should lead the
cell to die [113]. This issue was expected from the fact that in experimental conditions the function, describing
the development of cell survival vs. the intensity of ionizing radiation f = e–D/D1 [1 – (1 – e–D/D2)]N, where D is
the dose, D1 is the single shot, D2 is the total split dose, and N is a target-hit extrapolation number, never parallels the abscissa, in Gy, starting from its initial shoulder [114].
Therefore, the variation of sensitivity to MFs as a function of biological complexity presumably might depend
on the amount of biological windows present in a given irradiated biostructure. In the case that the number of
these windows should be very large—let us consider the cycling Friend erythroleukemia cells [84] or the developing tadpoles [94] as examples of targets with notable dimensions—the sensitivity to MFs would be highly
significant. In the case that the number of these windows should be very small or below a needed threshold—let
us consider single molecular reactions as examples of targets with minimal dimensions [79] [80]—the sensitivity to MFs would become stochastic or absent. From this angle of view, an intensive metabolism would keep
“opening” all biological windows of a biostructure, but a weak metabolism should reduce their number or “close”
them at all. The behaviour of cell viability or cell necrosis as a function of the MF-intensity might account for
such an issue fairly well: the MTB infection, leading a HM to its internal dissolvement, attenuated at the same
time its sensitivity to MFs (Figure 2); similarly, a partial attenuation of MF-sensitivity was exhibited by the
apoptotic patterns of MTB-infected HMs [87] [88] [105] [110] and by their monoclonal antibody reactions,
shown by expression of the CD14 and CD64 membrane protein markers (Figure 3).
Summarizing about the survival, for at least three and half billions of years, of thousands and thousands of
prokaryotic and eukaryotic species in the natural MF-mosaic of the Earth’s surface, any reasonable prediction on
their future evolution—following possible MF “subtractions” (as in the extraterrestrial space) or MF “additions”
(as in the electrified areas) [110]—should be questionable. Will the artificial MF-variations, especially when
prolonged, cause differential dysfunctions to biosystems, by virtue of their complexity? Will this danger regard
first of all the higher animals, the humans, as in the case of the ionizing radiation, since their body comparatively should be full of “opening” biological windows? In a survey mainly devoted to geophysicists, biochemists,
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molecular biologists and physicians, it seemed not out of place to stress that these anxious interrogatives deserve
further experimental investigations necessarily from positions of pure science.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2. In human macrophages the infection with Mycobacterium tuberculosis attenuated the MF-dependent variations of
viability, necrosis and apoptosis [87] [105]. Control and experimental cell populations were divided in a number of equal
parts to analyze the development of their state after a 5-day exposure to the indicated DC MFs. (a) Viability of uninfected
cells vs. viability of infected cells; (b) Necrosis of uninfected cells vs. necrosis of infected cells; (c) Apoptosis of uninfected
cells vs. apoptosis of infected cells. Open squares are infected macrophages; closed circles are uninfected macrophages. The
values represent the mean of three experiments. The student’s paired t-test showed p-values of <0.004 for (a), <0.01 for (b),
and <0.05 for (c).

Figure 3. In human macrophages, the infection with
Mycobacterium tuberculosis attenuated the MF- dependent variations of the CD14 and CD64 membrane
protein expression [87] [105]. Control and experimental cell populations were divided in a number of
equal parts to analyze, after a 5-day exposure to the
indicated DC MFs, the labelling of CD14 (a) and
CD64 (b) markers. Open circles are uninfected cell
cultures; closed circles are infected cell cultures. The
points represent the mean of three experiments. The
student’s paired t-test showed p-values of <0.02 for
(a), and <0.03 for (b).
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